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1 Introduction

Realistic string/M -theory compactifications typically predict an abundance of new states

beyond the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). Generically, many of these

states will be Standard Model (SM) gauge singlets, only interacting with MSSM fields

via suppressed portal couplings and gravity. These “hidden sector” particles are weakly

constrained by energy and precision frontier experiments, in comparison to “visible sector”

particles with sizeable interactions with the SM.

Despite the weak couplings between hidden and visible sector fields, the presence of

hidden sectors in compactified string/M -theories has significant implications for early uni-

verse cosmology. This connection necessarily arises due to the presence of gravitationally

coupled scalar fields known as moduli, whose expectation values determine the geometry
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of the compactified dimensions. The presence of moduli results in an epoch where the

energy density of the universe may be dominated by coherent moduli oscillations. This

moduli-dominated phase begins after inflation, and ends when the moduli decay to ther-

mal bath particles, resulting in a radiation dominated universe shortly before big bang

nucleosynthesis [1–7].

Canonical studies of stringy cosmological histories assume that the moduli decay exclu-

sively to visible sector particles (SM particles and their superpartners). This is quite non-

generic in the following sense. Since moduli only interact gravitationally, one generically

expects moduli branching ratios to visible and hidden sector particles to be comparable.

Thus hidden sector particles should be produced at the end of modulus domination with

abundances similar to or larger than those of visible sector particles. If any hidden sector

particles are stable due to symmetry or kinematic reasons, they will give an irreducible

contribution to the relic dark matter (DM) abundance. These effects must be accounted

for to give a complete picture of the early universe cosmology generically predicted by

compactified string/M-theories. Hidden sector particles might also affect the expansion

rate of the early universe.

Hidden sector particles might indeed contribute all of the relic DM abundance. Re-

cently, it has been argued that generic string/M -theory compactifications imply the lightest

supersymmetric particle in the visible sector (LVSP) is unstable [8]. This is the result of

string/M -theory compactifications generally having the ingredients necessary for the LVSP

to decay, namely: 1) the existence of at least one hidden sector; 2) a portal connecting

the visible sector to the hidden sector; 3) the hidden sector spectrum containing a suitable

particle lighter than the LVSP. These conditions, if met, will result in the visible sector

not containing a suitable dark matter candidate, further motivating the need for studying

hidden sector dark matter candidates. It should be emphasised that the LVSP will decay

if any hidden sector satisfies these conditions, even if many do not.

In addition to the “top-down” motivations outlined above, there are also phenomeno-

logical motivations for considering the cosmology of stringy hidden sectors. Consider

the lightest supersymmetric particle in the MSSM (the MSSM-LSP). This is the sim-

plest candidate for the LVSP in a string-motivated model. It is well known that for the

moduli-dominated cosmologies mentioned above, while a pure Bino- or Higgsino-LSP is

typically overabundant, an O(100)GeV Wino-LSP seems to provide a viable DM candi-

date [9, 10]. However, a stable O(100)GeV Wino is in tension with recent indirect de-

tection constraints [11, 12] unless a hierarchy is present between the moduli and gravitino

masses [12]. This conclusion was generalized in [13] to any stable MSSM-LSP. A simple

way to avoid these constraints without imposing an unnatural moduli-gravitino mass hier-

archy (see e.g. [14, 15]) is for the visible sector LSP to decay to hidden sector particle(s), a

possibility which is well-motivated from the “top-down” perspective [8], as described above.

A corollary is that hidden sector particles can make up a sizeable portion (perhaps all) of

the observed DM relic abundance, without violating any existing experimental constraints.

Indeed, if one thinks seriously about the presence of hidden sectors with stable particles, it

seems generically likely that an O(100)GeV LSP in the visible sector will decay to lighter

hidden sector particles via portal couplings (e.g. kinetic mixing [16, 17]).
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In this work, we systematically study the cosmological implications of generic, weakly-

coupled, hidden sectors predicted in compactified string/M -theories.1 This may seem like

a daunting task, due to the wide variety of hidden sectors which can plausibly arise in

compactified string/M -theories. However, one can make considerable progress by com-

bining general “top-down” reasoning with cosmological/phenomenological constraints to

determine generic criteria for viable string-motivated hidden sectors. This will consider-

ably narrow the viable possibilities, allowing for a more tractable categorisation of realistic

string-motivated hidden sectors. As part of our analysis, we also elucidate the conditions

required to allow the MSSM-LSP to decay to hidden sector particles and avoid the indirect

detection constraints described above.

Many studies have previously considered so-called hidden sector particles and models,

e.g. [23–31]. Most of these are bottom-up studies of models that may be difficult to embed

in String/M -theory. Here we make an effort to focus on examples of hidden sectors which

are likely to be ultraviolet (UV) complete in String/M -theory. There have been recent

efforts to categorise the types of hidden sectors which my arise in various corners of the

string landscape, see for example [32].

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we review dark

matter production in non-thermal cosmologies, and categorise viable DM models arising

in string/M -theory. In section 3.1 we discuss the kinetic mixing portal, which mediates

visible sector-hidden sector interactions, and discuss the lifetime and decay phenomenology

of the MSSM LVSP in section 3.2. In section 4, we study how some of the categories are

being probed in direct detection experiments. In appendix A we give an explicit example

of a weakly-coupled hidden sector model which can arise from compactified M -theory, and

discuss its phenomenological implications. We present our conclusions in section 5.

2 Cosmology of stringy hidden sectors

2.1 Overview and thermal history

The scenario we envision is one in which the universe moves from a radiation dominated

phase, into a phase in which the energy density is dominated by the coherent oscillation of

a single scalar field. This would be the modulus with the longest lifetime, or (equivalently)

the smallest mass. There are many species of moduli fields in any given string construction,

but we will here be thinking of geometrical moduli, which are common to all constructions,

and thus generic in string theory. For such fields, whose interactions with matter tend to

involve Planck-suppressed operators, it is common to parameterize the decay width as

ΓΦ =
C

8π

m3
Φ

M2
pl

, (2.1)

where mΦ is the mass of the cosmologically relevant modulus field Φ and Mpl is the (re-

duced) Planck mass.

1For recent studies of strongly-coupled hidden sectors motivated from string theory, see [18–22].
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When the temperature in the radiation-dominated epoch is such that the condition

H = mΦ is satisfied, the modulus field begins coherent oscillation. This period of matter

domination ends when the moduli decay. For the sake of this simplified discussion, let

us assume that the modulus decays immediately when H = ΓΦ, populating the visible

sector as well as the many hidden sectors. To be even more specific, let us assume there

is a single hidden sector. We will forthwith denote all visible sector temperatures with

unprimed variables, and hidden sector temperatures with primed variables.

It is common in the literature to define a re-heat temperature TRH in terms of

eq. (2.1) as

TRH ≡
(

45

4π3g∗(TRH)

)1/4

×
√

ΓΦMpl . (2.2)

Here g∗(TRH) is a weighted sum of the degrees of freedom in the Standard Model which

are relativistic at the epoch when that sector is in equilibrium at T = TRH. This quantity

is (crudely speaking) the effective temperature at which the thermal bath in the visible

sector is created upon the decay of the modulus. Thus TRH is very much a quantity that is

specific to the visible sector. This makes sense, in that the strongest bound on this quantity

comes from the successful predictions from BBN, which is specific to our visible sector (and

mostly unaffected by hidden sector dynamics). This particular quantity thus privileges the

visible sector over the hidden sector, but since it is used throughout the literature, we

will often utilize (2.2) to replace dependence on mΦ with dependence on TRH. Constraints

from BBN require TRH & 1MeV. More specifically, for mΦ ∼ O(10− 100TeV), which we

will see is motivated by the desire to have weak-scale supersymmetry (SUSY), we must

demand TRH ∼ 10 − 100MeV. Henceforth we will take TRH = 10MeV as a benchmark

value, in order to correspond with a relatively low SUSY scale. In our expressions for

the dark matter relic density obtained via the different mechanisms we consider, we show

the dependence on TRH where possible, so that the interested reader may re-interpret our

results for a different temperature.

When the modulus decays into the hidden and visible sectors, should we expect them to

have the same temperatures? We are assuming these sectors are both radiation dominated

immediately after modulus decay, and we are assuming that they interact only very weakly,

and thus these two fluids cannot equilibrate with one another. So the question of the relative

temperatures depends strongly on the precise identity of the modulus and how it couples

to the various sectors of the theory. We will address this model dependence a little later in

subsection 2.4. For the time being let us parameterize the issue by introducing the quantity

η, which represents the fraction of the modulus oscillation energy going to dark radiation,

such that (1− η) is the fraction going to visible radiation.2

With the above in mind, we will define the two temperatures TD and T ′
D as the effective

temperature of the radiation in the visible and hidden sectors (respectively) at the moment

when H = ΓΦ and the energy density in modulus oscillation instantly converts into particle

2One could distinguish temperatures in the two sectors by considering the distribution of entropy between

the two sectors, as opposed to energy density. If the assumption that the universe is radiation dominated at

this epoch is valid, then this is a relatively simple conversion. The quantitative dependence on such things

as dark matter mass or messenger mass will be unaffected by such changes in conventions.
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degrees of freedom. Taking into account the distribution of energy density amongst the

two sectors, we may relate TD and T ′
D via

TD ≈ TRH(1− η)1/4 (2.3)

T ′
D ≈ η1/4

(

g⋆(TD)

g⋆(T ′
D)

)

TRH . (2.4)

Note that we should expect these temperatures to be at most O(MeV). These quantities

will be relevant as we consider the mechanisms by which hidden sector dark matter can

form an order unity fraction of the dark matter we observe in the cosmos.

2.2 Categorisation of dark matter production mechanisms

In this section, we briefly summarize the results of [33]. It is possible to group the disparate

dark matter production channels into two classes, defined by the annihilation cross-section

for the hidden sector dark matter particle, which we will denote with the symbol X. We

declare the annihilation to be efficient if the rate of annihilation is greater than the rate at

which dark matter particles are injected into the hidden sector heat bath, either through

decays of the LVSP into X, or from decays of the modulus field Φ. Since the source of

the LVSP is also through modulus decay, the two sources ultimately can be tied to the

parameters of the modulus field itself. This critical annihilation cross-section is found to be

〈σv〉crit ≈ 4× 10−10GeV−2 ×BX
−1
( mΦ

50TeV

)

(

10MeV

TRH

)2

≈ 4.7× 10−27cm3s−1 ×BX
−1
( mΦ

50TeV

)

(

10MeV

TRH

)2

, (2.5)

where BX is the branching ratio for Φ decay into the hidden sector dark matter candi-

date X. The different dark matter production mechanisms discussed below are displayed

in the flow chart in figure 1, with references to the appropriate equations governing the

dark matter relic density.

2.2.1 Efficient annihilation

When 〈σv〉|T ′

D
> 〈σv〉crit|T ′

D
we are in the regime of efficient annihilation. We can further

divide this case by examining the dark matter freeze out temperature (as measured relative

to the hidden sector heat bath), T ′
FO, defined such that neq

X (T ′
FO)〈σv〉 ≡ H(T ′

FO), where

neq
X is the equilibrium number density of the species X.

• T ′

FO
> T ′

D
: non-relativistic quasi-static equilibrium solution

If the processes of production and depletion of the dark matter X are both faster

than the Hubble expansion rate, then the abundance of X reaches a quasi-static

equilibrium (QSE) value, even though the dark matter particles never fully thermalize

with the dark radiation. The relic abundance is then given by

Ωh2QSE ≃ 0.5× (1− η)−3/4

(

MX

1 GeV

)(

10 MeV

TRH

)(

10−8 GeV−2

〈σv〉

)

. (2.6)
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 Modulus Decay 
reheats hidden sector: 

T
0

D

hσvi > hσvic hσvi < hσvic

Efficient annihilation Inefficient annihilation

QSE  
Eq. (6)

Freeze-out 
Eq. (7)

IAr 

Eq. (11)
IAnr 

Eq. (10)

MX > T
0

D
MX < T

0

D

T
0

FO < T
0

DT
0

FO > T
0

D
-decay  

Eq. (9)
Φ

+

Figure 1. Flowchart showing the different categories of dark matter production mechanisms.

Of note is the dependence on the modulus energy fraction going to the visible sector,

and the apparent lack of strong dependence on the branching ratio BX of the modulus

decay to X, due to the efficiency of annihilation.3 This is the generalised version of

the non-thermal WIMP miracle [9, 34].

• T ′

FO
< T ′

D
: freeze-out during radiation domination

In this case the dark matter particles achieve thermal equilibrium with the heat bath

in the hidden sector, freezing out at a later time. This is the standard thermal

freeze-out mechanism. The resulting relic abundance depends, as usual, on whether

the dark matter particle X is relativistic at the time of freeze-out or not. Defining the

ratio xFO ≡ MX/T ′
FO, we distinguish the two extremes by the usual rule of thumb

that xFO = 3 divides the two cases:

Ωh2FOrad ≃











0.13×
(

η
(1−η)3g⋆(TFO)g′⋆(T

′

FO
)

)1/4
(

xFO

17.5

)

(

10−8 GeV−2

〈σv〉

)

if xFO & 3,

100×
(

η3

(1−η)3g⋆(TFO)g′⋆(T
′

FO
)3

)1/4 (
MX

1 keV

)

if xFO . 3 .

(2.7)

We note that the condition T ′
FO < T ′

D implies a freeze-out temperature of order 1MeV

or less, and thus the relativistic case is only accessible to relatively low-mass dark

matter candidates. Some candidates in this category could be classified as “warm

dark matter”, and therefore suffer/benefit from the same ailments/virtues.

2.2.2 Inefficient annihilation

The second class occurs when 〈σv〉|T ′

D
< 〈σv〉crit|T ′

D
, which we designate as inefficient

annihilation. Here, the dark matter is populated both directly by modulus decay, and

by either a) freeze-out during modulus domination (FOmod), or by b) dark radiation →
3There is mild dependence on BX hidden in the numerical pre-factor. For the full expression giving the

exact dependence on BX , see eq. (37) of [33].
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dark matter “inverse annihilation” (IA). The relic density is then given by the sum of

these pieces

Ωh2 = Ωh2Φ−decay +Ωh2FOmod/IA . (2.8)

The relic density contribution from modulus decay is given by

Ωh2Φ−decay ≃ 0.31×
(

BX

(1− η)3/4

)(

MX

10MeV

)(

TRH

10MeV

)(

50TeV

mΦ

)

, (2.9)

and is common for cases a) and b) above.

The parameter space in which freeze-out during modulus domination occurs is quite

restricted (see for example figure 6 in [33]), so we will not discuss it in detail here, as none

of the models we will consider fall in that category.

For inverse annihilation of dark radiation to dark matter, there are two cases:

• MX > T ′

D
: non-relativistic case

The inverse annihilation occurs when X is non-relativistic, and the relic density is

given by

Ωh2IAnr
≃ 0.62

(

η3

(1− η)3/4g′⋆(T
′
⋆)

3

)(

TRH

10 MeV

)7(1 GeV

MX

)5( 〈σv〉
10−16 GeV−2

)

,

(2.10)

where T ′
⋆ ∼ 0.28MX , which is the point at which the inverse annihilation contribution

to the relic density is peaked. This expression holds unless the mass of the dark matter

candidate MX is very large, in which case it becomes exponentially suppressed by a

factor ∼ exp(−2MX/T ′).

• MX < T ′

D
: relativistic case

The inverse annihilation occurs when X is relativistic, and the relic density is given by

Ωh2IAr
≃ 0.095

(

η3/2

(1− η)3/4g′⋆(T
′
D)

3/2

)

(

TRH

10 MeV

)(

MX

1 keV

)( 〈σv〉
10−19 GeV−2

)

,

(2.11)

which clearly requires a very light dark matter candidate, or a very small annihilation

rate 〈σv〉 in order to give the correct relic abundance.

2.3 Categorization of hidden sectors

Given the discussion in the preceding section, we can begin to categorise cosmologically

interesting, weakly-coupled, hidden sectors by invoking general top-down arguments. For

concreteness, we will focus on supersymmetric theories where SUSY breaking is gravitia-

tionally mediated to the visible sector. In such theories, the mass scales which can naturally

arise in hidden sector models are rather limited. If the hidden sector contains no confining

gauge groups, one expects the following:

• Scalars: gravity mediated SUSY breaking gives all scalar superpartners masses of

O(m3/2), where m3/2 is the mass of the gravitino. General arguments in supergravity

– 7 –
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suggest that we should expect mΦ ≃ m3/2, for at least one modulus field, unless a

tuning occurs or some form of sequestration can be engineered [14, 15, 35, 36]. Given

the constraints arising from BBN, this would suggest that scalars in all sectors should

have masses of order 50TeV.4

• Gauge bosons: will either be massless, or receive O(gHvH) masses due to symmetry

breaking, where gH and vH are the gauge coupling and vacuum expectation value

in the hidden sector. Given our declaration that only weakly-coupled hidden sectors

are to be considered in this work, it is natural to assume that gauge couplings are of

order those in the visible sector. Thus we may assume that the “weak-scale” in the

hidden sector is not dramatically different from that in the visible sector.

• Gauginos: gaugino masses depend more strongly on the form of modulus stabilization.

If moduli appearing in the relevant gauge kinetic function also participate directly in

SUSY breaking, one expects gaugino masses of O(m3/2). In all other cases, including

those of most phenomenologically promising string constructions, gaugino masses

recieve loop-suppressed contributions from both moduli stabilization and anomaly

mediation, resulting in M gaugino ∼ m3/2/16π
2 [37–44].

• Chiral fermions: masses are determined by Yukawa couplings, given by O(YXvH),

and can be considerably lighter than m3/2.

It is now straightforward to argue that for generic hidden sectors with no confining

gauge groups, only fermions are likely to give an adequate explanation of dark matter, for

natural choices of parameters. To see this, note that 〈σv〉, for a particle X annihilating to

dark radiation through some mediator M , parametrically takes the form

〈σv〉 ∼ g4D
8π

M2
X

M4
M

, MX < MM ,

〈σv〉 ∼ g4D
8π

1

M2
X

√

1− M2
M

M2
X

, MX ≫ MM , (2.12)

for annihilation via a gauge boson. We expect the dark radiation to be primarily composed

of light hidden sector states that do not make up a significant fraction of the dark matter.

Such states are found in the example sector we construct in appendix A, and are generally

expected to be present. Representative diagrams for these two cases are shown in figure 2.

By choosing to restrict our attention to weakly-coupled hidden sectors, we can utilize

the estimates in (2.12) to replace the pair of quantities (MX , 〈σv〉) with (MX ,MM , gD),

thereby allowing us to identify which sets of values are likely to satisfy the conditions to

obtain the correct dark matter abundance for the mechanisms identified in subsection 2.2.

To make concrete statements, it will be necessary to choose certain benchmark values for

4Throughout this section we are assuming that supersymmetry breaking is communicated to both the

visible sector and the hidden sectors, including that in which the dark matter resides, through gravitational-

strength interactions. This is generic for string/M -theory models in which supersymmetry breaking is

associated with a modulus field.
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X

X̄

R

R

M

(a)

X

X̄

M

M

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Annihilation of X to dark radiation (represented by double lines) when MX < MM .

This occurs in most of the parameter space we consider. (b) Annihilation of X directly to the

mediator when MX ≫ MM .

the other free parameters in our expressions. For maximal simplicity we will assume the

following values

η = 0.1, g⋆ = 10.75, g′⋆ = 10.75, TRH = 10 MeV, mΦ = 50 TeV , (2.13)

and we furthermore assume that the quantities g⋆, g
′
⋆ are constant at these values through-

out the duration of the relevant physics processes. While different choices for these param-

eters will affect the numerical results of figure 3, the effects are not substantial. Reducing

g′⋆ shifts the regions with the correct relic density from (non-)relativistic inverse annihi-

lation to slightly smaller 〈σv〉 due to the g′⋆
−3/2 (−3) dependence, and has little effect on

the regions where freeze-out gives the correct relic abundance (sensitive to g′⋆
−3/4 (−1/4) for

(non-)relativistic freeze-out). Changing g′⋆ does not affect the region where modulus decay

produces the relic density at all. Changing mΦ must be accompanied by an appropriate

change in TRH, since they are related by eq. (2.2). Increasing both values commensurately

leads to a small shift to larger allowed values of MX for the regions where quasi-static equi-

librium (eq. (2.6), inverse annihilation (eqs. (2.10), (2.11)) and modulus decay (eq. (2.9))

give the correct relic density. The value of η chosen is close to the upper limit, as we will dis-

cuss in section 2.4. As we are seeking order-of-magnitude estimates of relative and absolute

mass scales, choosing the above benchmark values will be sufficient for our purposes.

We can now represent graphically the allowed parameter space for all processes in

subsection 2.2 for different choices of the remaining parameters BX , MX , MM . This is

presented in figure 3.

2.3.1 Conditions for efficient annihilation

As can be seen in figure 3, in order to fall in one of the regions where efficient annihilation

sets the relic abundance, i.e. where 〈σv〉 > 〈σv〉crit, the dark matter candidate mass must

fall in the range 10 keV . MX . 100GeV, while the mediator must fall in the range

100MeV . MM . 100GeV, as long as BX & 10−3. For BX . 10−3, several mechanisms

begin to contribute and compete, as seen in figure 3c for BX = 10−5.

More specifically, considering eq. (2.6), the QSE solution requires a dark matter mass

of approximately O(10MeV) . MX . O(100GeV), annihilating through a mediator with

– 9 –
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(a) BX = 0.1 (b) BX = 10−3

(c) BX = 10−5

Figure 3. The three plots show in green the regions that give 0.012 < ΩXh2 ≤ 0.12, while in

orange ΩXh2 < 0.012. Each plot represents a different choice of the branching ratio BX . In black

are contours of constant mediator mass MM in units of gH×GeV, calculated using the approximate

expressions in eq. (2.12) (only in a very small region in the very top-right corner, MM /∝gH). All

other parameters are set to the values in eq. (2.13).
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mass approximately O(10GeV) . MM . O(100GeV).5 Therefore it is unlikely that the

efficient annihilation mechanisms for setting the relic density are mediated by a scalar, as

m3/2 is typically in the multi-TeV range. However, it is possible for the mediator to be a

gauge boson, as long as gH or vH are small enough. This could correspond, for example,

to a gauge boson of similar mass to a visible sector Z-boson with mass O(10− 100GeV),

implying the existence of a hidden sector hierarchy problem analogous to that in the visible

sector. The dark matter candidate X could be either a light chiral fermion, whose mass

would then be set by the Yukawa coupling to the hidden sector Higgs, yX , and vH , or a

relatively light hidden sector gaugino with mass MX ∼ m3/2/16π
2.

2.3.2 Conditions for inefficient annihilation

For those mechanisms that fall under the category of inefficient annihilation, where 〈σv〉 <
〈σv〉crit, the various panels in figure 3 suggest that the inverse annihilation regime is not

sensitive to the branching fraction BX , while the region of Φ-decay dominance is dependent

solely on this quantity (and the mass of the dark matter itself). When the overall relic

abundance is set by modulus decay, the mass of the dark matter is determined in terms of

BX as

MX . 10MeV ×
(

0.3

BX

)(

10MeV

TRH

)

( mΦ

50TeV

)

. (2.14)

We thereore identify the following three parameter regimes:

• BX = 0.1: from figure 3a, we see that MX ∼ 10MeV, and the mediator must fall

in the range 3TeV . MM/gH . 100TeV. This could be compatible with a chiral

fermion dark matter candidate mediated by either a scalar or a gauge boson.

• BX = 10−3: from figure 3b, we see that MX ∼ 1GeV, and the mediator mass must

fall in the range 50GeV . MM/gH . 105GeV. This is also compatible with a chiral

fermion dark matter candidate mediated by either a scalar or a gauge boson.

• BX = 10−5: we see from figure 3c that the dark matter candidate can be as heavy as

MX ∼ 100GeV, allowing for the possibility that it is a relatively light hidden sector

gaugino or a gauge boson. The mediator mass must fall in the range 100GeV .

MM/gH . 105GeV, so it could be either a gauge boson or a scalar.

For the case where inverse annihilation dominates, we see that a natural division arises

for dark matter masses around 10MeV, largely independent of BX , for the paratmeter

values we have chosen. More specifically:

• IAr: if the relic abundance is to be set by “inverse annihilation” of dark radia-

tion to dark matter, MX . 10MeV, for relativistic inverse annihilation (eq. (2.11)),

and MM/gH . 7TeV. This is compatible with a light chiral fermion dark matter

candidate, and a gauge boson mediator.

5Since the QSE solution has a small region of validitiy in the MX > MM regime, the gH dependence is

not as straightforward to enumerate as for other production mechanisms.
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Mechanism Candidate Mediator

QSE (eq. (2.6)) chiral fermion, (light) gaugino gauge boson

0.1 . MX . 100GeV 10 . MZ′ . 100GeV

FOrad (eq. (2.7)) chiral fermion gauge boson

MX . 100MeV MZ′ . 10GeV

Modulus decay (eq. (2.9)) chiral fermion gauge boson, scalar

BX ∼ 10−1 100 . MX . 500MeV 1 . MM . 100TeV

chiral fermion gauge boson, scalar

BX ∼ 10−3 0.5 . MX . 5GeV 10 . MM . 106GeV

chiral fermion, gaugino gauge boson, scalar

BX ∼ 10−5 50 . MX . 500GeV 10 . MM . 106GeV

IAnr (eq. (2.10)) chiral fermion gauge boson

10 . MX . 100MeV 100 . MZ′ . 104GeV

IAr (eq. (2.11)) chiral fermion gauge boson

MX . 5MeV 10 . MZ′ . 5000GeV

Table 1. Table summarising the various relic density production mechanisms, with suggested dark

matter and messenger candidate masses.

• IAnr: for small BX . 10−3, non-relativistic inverse annihilation gives the correct

relic density for 10MeV . MX . 500MeV and 100GeV . MM/gH . 7TeV. The

heavier mediator would correspond to a lighter dark matter candidate. This would

also be compatible with a light chiral fermion dark matter candidate and a gauge

boson mediator.

An important result is that the dark matter candidate cannot be a scalar, with mass

set by m3/2, in any region of the parameter space considered. Only for BX = 10−5 was it

possible that a gauge boson with SM-like values of gH and vH could be the dark matter. Ad-

ditionally, only in two cases is it possible that a light hidden sector gaugino could be the dark

matter, namely when annihilation is efficient through the QSE solution, or if BX is very

small, BX ≃ 10−5. The regions where a gauge boson or a light gaugino could be dark matter

are small compared to the full parameter space. This strongly suggests that if dark matter

is in a hidden sector, it is likely a fermion whose mass is set by a small Yukawa coupling.

The range of possible outcomes for weakly-coupled hidden sectors is summarized in table 1.

Note that a conceivable loophole to the above argument arises if X annihilates through

a massless gauge boson. We will not consider this possibility further, as DM charged under

an unbroken U(1) is strongly constrainted by halo ellipticity constraints [30] along with

milli-charged DM constraints [45] if the hidden U(1) mixes with U(1)Y .
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2.4 Dependence on specifics of the string construction

In subsection 2.3 we were able to suggest possible values for the dark matter mass MX ,

and mediator mass MM , by utilising (2.12) to determine 〈σv〉 and thus the relic density

ΩXh2. The expressions in subsection 2.2 were normalized in such a way that our benchmark

values of TRH = 10MeV and mΦ = 50TeV will result in the correct value ΩXh2 ≃ 0.1 for

typical models.

However, these expression contain dependence on the precise nature with which the

lightest modulus Φ couples to all sectors in the low-energy effective theory. This occurs

through the ratio η and the (related) branching fraction BX , as well as through the relative

numbers of degrees of freedom in the various sectors, given by the g⋆ values. Given the

types of weakly-coupled models we consider, and the mass scales that are relevant for

obtaining ΩXh2 ≃ 0.1, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that g′⋆ will be similar to that

of the visible sector at temperatures of order 1MeV or less. The issue of how entropy and

energy is distributed between the various sectors is potentially more troublesome.

From eq. (2.5) we see that the 〈σv〉crit depends directly on the branching ratio BX

into the hidden sector particle X. An accurate determination of BX requires knowledge

of how the modulus decays to populate all sectors, including the visible sector and all

hidden sectors. This depends on details such as the number of hidden sectors and the

couplings to each sector, all of which depend on the nature of the compactification that

is being considered. A rough estimate is that BX ∼ 1/(Nsectors × Nd.o.f.), where Nd.o.f. is

the number of degrees of freedom in each if the various sectors. The number of degrees of

freedom in the Standard Model or MSSM is O(100), and we typically expect many such

sectors. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that BX is significantly less than unity, but it is

difficult to be more precise from the top-down perspective.

From the bottom-up, however, we know that the successful predictions of BBN and the

formation of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) are both sensitive to the Hubble

parameter during those epochs. This, in turn, puts a limit on the total number of relativistic

degrees of freedom in the cosmos at those times. The limits are often expressed in terms

of limits on the number of effective neutrino species, or sometimes just the excess over

the canonical three generations of neutrinos in the Standard Model, ∆Neff . The current

bounds are ∆Neff(TBBN) . 1.44 [46] and ∆Neff(TCMB) . 0.4 [47], where TBBN ≈ 1MeV

and TCMB ≈ 1 eV. These bounds can be translated into constraints on the ratio of visible

and hidden sector temperatures [27]:

g′∗(T
′
BBN)

(

T ′
BBN

TBBN

)4

. 2.52, g′∗(T
′
CMB)

(

T ′
CMB

TCMB

)4

. 0.18 , (2.15)

where g′∗(T
′) is the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the hidden sector.

These limits have been explored in a number of studies of the so-called “dark radiation”

problem, which can be very constraining on string-derived models [48–52]. In the present

case, the limits can be interpreted as a bound on the parameter η, as it effectively sums

over the branching ratio of the lightest modulus to dark radiation in all hidden sectors

of the compactified theory, and is potentially large as a result. Denoting visible sector
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relativistic particles as Ri and hidden sector relativistic particles as R′
i, so that

∑

BR′

i
= η,

we obtain the following relations:

s′

s
=

(
∑

BR′

i
∑

BRi

)

⇒
∑

BR′

i
∑

BRi

=
g′∗(T

′)

g∗(T )

(

T ′

T

)3

(2.16)

where s′ and s are hidden and visible sector entropy densities. Combining (2.15) and (2.16),

we obtain:
∑

BR′

i
∑

BRi

. 2.52× g′∗(T
′
BBN)

1/4

g∗(TBBN)
,

∑

BR′

i
∑

BRi

. 0.18× g′∗(T
′
CMB)

1/4

g∗(TCMB)
(2.17)

where g∗(TBBN) ≈ 10 and g∗(TCMB) ≈ 3. Thus if the hidden sector contains particles

with masses . eV i.e. g′(T ′
CMB) 6= 0, ∆Neff constraints impose the rather strong bound

∑

BR′

i
. 0.1 ×

∑

BRi
. This corresponds to the constraints η . 0.20 and η . 0.06 at

BBN and at CMB,respectively [33]. Future experiments will have even greater sensitivity

to ∆Neff(TCMB), such as CMB-S4 [53], and will therefore provide even stronger constraints

on hidden sector model building. In our work we will assume these constraints satisfied in

the following analysis. Note that our benchmark value of η = 0.1 is at the upper limit of

what is allowed. As has been noted elsewhere, one of the immediate cosmological problems

a string-based model must face is the engineering of a preference for populating only the

visible sector at a given epoch — whether during re-heating at the end of inflation, or upon

the decay of the lightest modulus field [54–57]. This is an important problem that certainly

deserves more attention.

3 Kinetic mixing and MSSM-LSP decay

The preceding section described the conditions on the hidden sector(s) such that the relic

abundance of any stable particle in such a sector saturate the cosmologically observed

dark matter abundance, while remaining consistent with other cosmological constraints.

Together, these conditions require that the lightest visible supersymmetric particle (LVSP)

— presumably the MSSM-LSP — must decay on a cosmologically prompt time-scale. We

can parameterize the decay of the LVSP as

ΓLVSP ≡ CLVSP

8π
MLVSP ≈ 10 s−1 ×

(

CLVSP

6× 10−23

)(

MLVSP

100GeV

)

, (3.1)

where we have normalized the effective decay coefficient CLVSP in such a was as to yield a

lifetime on the order of τLVSP . 0.1 s, which is just before the epoch of BBN. What sort

of operator can generate sufficiently short lifetimes for the LVSP?

Assuming no new mass scales are generated through strong dynamics, then any non-

renormalizable couplings would be suppressed by powers of 1/Mpl. For an LVSP mass of

order 100GeV, one might estimate a value for CLVSP as

CLVSP ∼
(

100GeV

Mpl

)2

∼ 10−34 . (3.2)
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Aµ A′

ν

Ψ

Figure 4. Diagram representing the one-loop charge renormalisation that induces a mixing between

the visible sector U(1) gauge field Aµ and the hidden sector U(1)′ gauge field A′

ν . The field Ψ is a

field charged under both gauge groups.

Thus if the visible sector LSP decays before BBN, the portal must proceed through renor-

malizable dimension-4 operators. There are two primary portals between hidden sectors

and the visible sectors considered in the literature, the so-called “Higgs portal” [58–60]

and the “kinetic mixing portal” [16, 17]. We will focus here on the latter portal, as this

one is theoretically well motivated in our framework, and indeed expected to occur quite

generically in string/M -theory [17].

3.1 The kinetic mixing portal

The authors recently argued elsewhere [8] that any generic string/M -theory construction

is likely to exhibit kinetic mixing, and thus the lightest visible sector particle (such as

the MSSM-LSP) is very unlikely to be stable. Kinetic mixing in four-dimensional field

theory arises at one-loop order via a diagram involving the visible sector U(1) gauge field,

the hidden sector U(1) gauge field, and heavy fields charged under both gauge groups, as

shown in figure 4. In open string theories, if the U(1)’s are supported by D-branes which

are separated in the extra dimensions, then massive open strings stretching between the

D-branes give rise to massive bi-charged fields. This would apply for all supersymmetric

Type I, Type IIA and Type IIB models, and there are generalizations of this statement in

heterotic string theory, M - and F -theory.

Writing the gauge part of the Lagrangian as

Lgauge = −1

4
FµνFµν −

1

4
GµνGµν +

ǫ

2
FµνGµν , (3.3)

where Fµν = ∂[µAν] is the field strength of the visible sector U(1) and Gµν = ∂[µA′ν] is

the field strength of the hidden sector U(1). We see that the one-loop diagram in figure 4

will give the rise to a non-zero mixing parameter ǫ. The size of ǫ can be determined by

computing the charge renormalisation diagram. The result is

ǫ =
gagb
12π2

(

QaQb
)

(

log

(

M2
ab

M2

))

(3.4)

in the case of two U(1) groups a and b. The scale M corresponds to the mass of the

fields which are charged under both groups, with M ∼ R
l2s

∼ MGUT ∼ 1016GeV in most

constructions, where R is the separation of two stacks of Dp branes, connected by the
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open string. The term Mab is the mass matrix of the chiral superfields charged under both

groups. Since the chiral superfields gain a mass-squared of order M2+∆m2, where ∆m2 is

the mass-squared splitting due to radiative corrections of the various fields, we may rewrite

the expression for ǫ as

ǫ =
gagb
6π2

(

QaQb
)

log

(

1 +
∆mab

M

)

. (3.5)

Thus we see that the size of ǫ depends very strongly on the ratio ∆mab/M . If this ratio

is ∆mab/M ≪ 1, then ǫ is negligibly small. This is the likely outcome in cases where the

breaking from some non-Abelian group to U(1) arises through some vacuum expectation

value at low scales, generating splittings of order the gravitino mass (104GeV).

A more interesting alternative, motivated from string/M -theory constructions, is the

case in which the U(1) arises through Wilson line breaking, which would occur at scales

of order the visible sector GUT scale (1016GeV). In this case one expects ǫ ∼ 10−3, as

opposed to ǫ ∼ v/MGUT for vacuum expectation value breaking. Requiring the visible

LSP to decay before BBN precludes the spontaneous symmetry breaking scenario which

generates ǫ ∼ 10−13. Thus the only phenomenologically viable option is for the kinetic

mixing to be generated via Wilson line breaking. Since a multitude of hidden sectors are

expected in string/M -theory compactifications, we generically expect at least one hidden

sector whose GUT group is broken via a Wilson line.6 In this sense, Wilson line breaking

“picks out” the particular hidden sector into which the visible LSP decays. We will discuss

the implications of this constraint in more detail in the next subsection.

First, however, we wish to emphasize that we are envisioning a scenario in which

the MSSM-LSP decays, yet this is occurring without explicit violation of R-parity (or

matter parity) in the visible sector. We note that matter parity (and its generalization

to R-parity) is defined in terms of certain charge assignments that are specific to the field

content of the MSSM (visible) sector. Such a symmetry, if it is indeed present in the

supersymmetric Lagrangian, may be the result of a discrete symmetry with deep string-

theoretic origins [32, 61–67], or it may be the result of a spontaneously broken gauged

U(1)B−L, which often arises for example in SO(10) GUT models. In either case, there

should be no expectation that a similar discrete symmetry must be operative in the various

hidden sectors. In that case, the LVSP can decay to the LHSP and a SM boson. The LHSP

can then decay into any fields allowed by the symmetries of the hidden sector, which might

well not include an analogue to R/matter-parity.

3.2 Phenomenological signatures of a decaying visible sector LSP

Since the visible sector LSP is no longer stable, and indeed could have a very short life time,

its decay can be searched for at colliders. Signatures of such a decay in a detector have

been discussed in [68] in the context of Ramond-Ramond U(1)’s mixing with hypercharge

U(1)Y , and in [24] in the context of supersymmetric “hidden valley” models.

6This requires that the hidden sector gauge theory be localized on a manifold with a non-trivial first

homotopy group.
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The gaugino mass Lagrangian in the presence of kinetic mixing of an additional U(1)′

and U(1)Y is

LG.mass = −1

2
M2W̃

aW̃ a − 1

2
MY Ỹ Ỹ − 1

2
MXX̃X̃ −MXY X̃Ỹ + h.c.

= −1

2
M2W̃

aW̃ a − 1

2
M1B̃B̃ − 1

2
MZ̃′Z̃

′Z̃ ′ −MBZ′B̃Z̃ ′ + h.c. , (3.6)

where W̃ a and Ỹ are the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gaugino fields of the visible sector, and X̃ is the

gaugino field of the hidden sector U(1)′. The second line is obtained after diagonalisation of

the gauge fields to the canonical basis, and all the effects of the kinetic mixing are encoded

in the U(1)X sector. The diagonalisation is obtained by the rotation [69]

(

Ỹ

X̃

)

=

(

1 ǫ/
√
1− ǫ2

0 1/
√
1− ǫ2

)(

B̃

Z̃ ′

)

, (3.7)

where ǫ is the same kinetic mixing parameter from eq. (3.3), such that the mass parameters

in the above Lagrangian are given by

M1 = MY ; MZ̃′ =
1

1− ǫ2
(

MX + ǫMXY + ǫ2MY

)

; MBZ′ =
1

1− ǫ2
(MXY + ǫMY ) .

(3.8)

The mixing mass term MXY can be zero at tree level, although it will be generated by

radiative effects. As such, we can take it to be small compared with the other bilinear mass

terms MY , M2 and µ. Note that the diagonalisation above also rotates the gauge field

strengths so that they are canonically normalised. This procedure does not induce a small

mass for the Standard Model photon. An intuitive means of understanding that this is the

case is that the electroweak symmetry group in the visible sector is broken in the usual way

by the Higgs mechanism after the diagonalisation to the canonical basis. The symmetry

breaking still leaves behind an unbroken U(1)em, which has an associated massless boson,

namely the photon. A detailed analysis of the mass eigenstates of the gauge boson sector

of such a kinetically mixed theory was performed in [25, 70]. Because the hidden sector

U(1) is broken to give a mass to the Z ′, and there is no Stückelberg mass mixing of the

two U(1)′s, the hidden sector fields are not millicharged under U(1)em [25, 71].

The neutralino mass matrix is now a 5 × 5 matrix, given by

MN =















MBZ′

MN, 4×4 0

gXvcβQ1

gXvcβQ2

MBZ′ 0 gXvcβQ1 gXvsβQ2 MZ̃′















, (3.9)

where MN, 4×4 is the usual MSSM visible sector neutralino mass matrix. The gauge cou-

pling of the U(1)X sector is gX , v is the usual SM vacuum expectation value, and β is the

usual MSSM Higgs mixing angle. Since the U(1)X arises in a true hidden sector, the MSSM
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Higgs fields H1, H2, carry no charge under it at tree level. However, non-zero charges Q1

and Q2 are induced due to the kinetic mixing of U(1)Y and U(1)X , with

Qi =
gY
gX

ǫ√
1− ǫ2

Yi , (3.10)

where i = 1, 2, gY is the usual U(1)Y gauge coupling, and Yi is the corresponding hyper-

charge assignment, ±1/2.

In the MSSM without considering hidden sectors that kinetically mix, if the LSP is a

neutralino, it is the lightest eigenstate of the 4 × 4 sub-matrix of eq. (3.9) above. When

the mixing between neutralinos is small, i.e. the mass parameters M1,M2, µ ≫ v, the light-

est neutralino is almost pure Bino/Wino/Higgsino, depending on which mass parameter

(M1/M2/µ) is smallest.

When the hidden sector is included as it should, the LSP will now be the lightest eigen-

state of the full 5×5 matrix in eq. (3.9). Now in the small mixing case, i.e.M1,M2, µ,MZ̃′ ≫
v, the LSP will again be an almost pure state, either Bino/Wino/Higgsino, but importantly,

also potentially Z ′-ino. Therefore, if the condition MZ̃′ < Mi, µ is satisfied, the state which

is approximately pure hidden sector Z̃ ′ will be the lightest neutralino. This would mean

the true LSP is not a visible sector state, but rather the hidden sector gaugino!

3.2.1 Decay time of the visible LSP to hidden LSP

If the mass difference between the visible LSP χi and the hidden LSP χj , Mχi
−Mχj

≡ δm,

is greater than the Z-boson mass mZ , the visble LSP undergoes 2-body decay to a Z-boson

with lifetime:

τ
χi→Zχj

2−body ∼ 10−17 s×
(

10−3

ǫ

)2
(

0.01

|Ni3N∗
j3 −Ni4N∗

j4|

)2

, (3.11)

where Nkm is an element of the matrix which diagonalises the enlarged neutralino mass

matrix in eq. (3.9). Dependence on the kinetic mixing parameter ǫ arises due to the

dependence on ǫ of the terms defined in eqs. (3.8), (3.10) that are seen in the extended

mass matrix. We have chosen mLVSP = 1TeV and mLHSP = 100GeV as benchmark values.

Three-body decays dominate if the mass difference of the two neutralinos is sufficiently

small, namely δm < mZ [68]. These decays are depicted in figure 5. Indeed, if SUSY

breaking is mediated to all sectors in the same way, one might expect that all gaugino

masses should be similar in size, such that a small mass splitting is not unlikely. The

characteristic lifetime in such a scenario can be calculated from [72] for decays via a Z-

boson or a Higgs, and is found to be:

τ
χi→Zχj

3−body ∼ 10−12 s×
(

10−3

ǫ

)2
(

0.01

|Ni3N∗
j3 −Ni4N∗

j4|

)2
(

δm

50 GeV

)5

, (3.12)

for decays via an off-shell Z boson, where we have chosen mLVSP = 1TeV and mLHSP =

950GeV as benchmark values (shown in figure 5a). Again, ǫ dependence enters via the

diagonalisation of the extended neutralino mass matrix.
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χV

χH

Z f

f̄

(a)

χV

χH

h0 f

f̄

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Three-body decay of visible LSP χV into hidden gaugino χH and Standard Model

fermions via an off-shell Z boson. (b) As in a), but via an off-shell Higgs boson.

The LVSP can also decay to a Higgs boson, again either via a 2-body or a 3-body

process, depending on the mass difference δm, although this mode is sub-dominant. The

lifetimes can be obtained by scaling the appropriate expressions

τχi→hχj ∼
c2wH

2
ij

|Ni3N∗
j3 −Ni4N∗

j4|2
τχi→Z χj , (3.13)

where cw = cos θw, and Hij is the neutralino coupling to Higgs bosons, given by

Hij =
1

2sw
(Nj2 − twNj1) (−sαNi3 − cαNi4) + i ↔ j . (3.14)

This decay mode is shown in figure 5b.

The key collider signature is that in any given decay chain of superpartners, there will

be an additional Z-boson or Higgs boson in the final state with respect to the usual MSSM

decay chain, which will then decay to SM fermions. Additionally, the decays of the LVSP

to the LHSP are quite prompt. However, if the conditions are adequate, it is possible that

there will be a displaced vertex from the LVSP decay. The parameter space of interest for

displaced vertices is shown in figure 6.

We have chosen the particular lengths shown from considerations of current searches

at ATLAS and CMS, as well as the detector sizes. The CMS collaboration has published a

search for displaced vertices in 8TeV data where the minimal distance between two vertices

dvv is required to be 600µm ≤ dvv ≤ 50 mm [73]. The ATLAS collaboration has published a

search using 8TeV data with a minimal distance between two vertices of 2mm ≤ dvv ≤ 300

mm [74]. Neither of these searches currently places interesting limits on the parameter

space in which we are interested. However, this has motivated our choice of length scales

shown in figure 6, as well as displaying 1m and the approximate radius of both detectors

of 10m. We see that for the benchmark value of ǫ = 10−3, if the mass difference between

the LVSP and the LHSP is 30 . δm . 70GeV, the displaced vertex from the LVSP decay

could be detectable at the LHC.

To summarise, if R-parity is conserved, every superpartner produced in a collider will

eventually decay to the LVSP. The LVSP will then decay into the LHSP and either a
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Figure 6. Proper decay lengths of the LVSP into an off-shell Z-boson and the LHSP for MLVSP −
MLHSP < mZ , such that there can be displaced decays. We have chosen |Ni3N

∗

j3 −Ni4N
∗

j4| = 0.1

as a reference value.

Higgs or Z boson, which will themselves decay to SM fermions. Therefore, the most

robust detector signal of LVSP decay would be seeing more particles in the final state than

expected in a usual MSSM decay chain. Additionally, there is the possibility of observing

displaced vertices if the mass difference between the LVSP and LHSP is small.

3.2.2 Decay of the hidden sector gaugino into light hidden sector fermions

In the previous subsection we explained how the LVSP decays into a hidden sector gaugino.

However, this hidden sector gaugino is quite likely not the dark matter, which is instead

composed of the light chiral fermions with masses O(MeV). The exact nature of the light

chiral fermion depends on the model-specific UV description of the hidden sector. An

example of an SU(5) model that gives light chiral fermions is presented in appendix A.

For the purposes of calculating the decay of the hidden sector gaugino into the light chiral

fermion, however, we can ignore the specifics of the UV completion, and consider a simple

effective theory consisting of only the gaugino Z̃ ′ and the chiral superfields X, X′, X′′

containing the chiral fermions X, X ′, X ′′ and their scalar partners X̃, X̃ ′, X̃ ′′. The

interaction part of the Lagrangian can then be written as:

Lint. ⊃ −i
√
2gH

(

X̃†QX Z̃ ′X −XQX Z̃ ′X̃
)

−
(

yXX̃X ′X ′′ + h.c.
)

, (3.15)
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Figure 7. (a) A diagram showing the potential decay of a hidden sector gaugino to hidden sector

chiral fermions, including the dark matter candidate X. (b) Contours showing the decay time (in

seconds) of the hidden sector gaugino Z̃ ′ to three light hidden sector chiral fermions f ≡ X, X ′, X ′′,

through a scalar mediator X̃, shown as a function of both the hidden sector gauge coupling gH ,

and the mass of X̃. The mediator mass is expected to be of order m3/2, and therefore in the range

of 10-100TeV. The gauge coupling range we have chosen so that it includes the couplings we found

for the SU(5) example in the appendix. We have set the Yukawa coupling of the chiral fermions

such that Mf = 1MeV. We have taken the mass of the hidden gaugino to be MZ̃′ ∼ m3/2/16π
2,

as could be expected for example, from anomaly mediation [38–40, 75].

where gH is the hidden sector U(1) gauge coupling, QX is the charge and yX is the appro-

priate Yukawa coupling, which depends on the UV model considered.

The decay width of the hidden gaugino into chiral fermions is then

ΓZ̃′ ∼
1

192π3
y2X(gHQX)2

M5
Z̃′

M4
X̃

(3.16)

in the limit where MX ≪ MZ̃′ , which is valid since we expect MZ̃′ ∼ O(TeV), while

1 MeV . MX . 100GeV. As a result, we can see from figure 7 that we expect the decay

of the hidden sector gaugino to be sufficiently prompt. We define sufficiently prompt here to

be such that the hidden sector gaugino lifetime is not greater than the age of the universe.

4 Phenomenological consequences

Having established in the previous section that the MSSM LVSP can decay into a hidden

sector LHSP, which will then decay sufficiently promptly into hidden sector fermions, we

now consider the phenomenology of the various possible dark matter candidates.

As discussed previously, the annihilation cross-section which sets the relic abundance

depends on hidden sector particles and their couplings only. However, interactions with the
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visible sector depend on the specifics of the kinetic mixing portal. Therefore, experimental

signatures of these models will typically be suppressed in two ways. The first is by ǫ2

insertions wherever Z − Z ′ mixing occurs. Additionally, there is a suppression of both

scattering and Drell-Yan production of dark matter by the Z ′ mass. Thus there will be

factors of ǫ2 (MZ/MZ′)4 compared to usual visible sector WIMP models. Given that ǫ .

10−3 is expected in string/M-theory models [17, 76–78], and assuming that MZ′ ∼ (gHvH),

the ability to detect dark matter in a hidden sector interacting with the visible sector will

depend strongly on gH and vH . In what follows, we will treat both of these as totally free

parameters. We consider some variation of gH in figure 8, as it enters the dark matter-SM

fermion scattering cross-section calculation in both the numerator and the denominator,

and allow the value of vH to be set by choosing a value of MZ′ .

4.1 Direct detection in nucleon recoils

There have been many attempts to detect dark matter through scattering off nucleons in

materials. The strongest current limits have been set by LUX [79] for dark matter masses

above 5GeV, by CDMSlite [80, 81] and DarkSide50 [82] for dark matter masses between 2

and 5GeV, and finally by CRESST-II [83] for dark matter masses between 0.5 and 2GeV.

In the future, LZ is expected to increase the limits on σX−N in the same mass range as

LUX [84], while SuperCDMS will strengthen limits at a slightly lower mass range, down to

about MX ∼ 0.4GeV [85], thus improving on CDMSlite and CRESST-II. The proposed

DARWIN experiment would also probe the MX > 5GeV region [86].

In order to compute the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross-section via a kinetically

mixed Z ′, we use the results of [70, 87] for the mixing between the SM Z and the Z ′. The

effective Lagrangian is

Leff = CV
f X̄γµXf̄γµf , (4.1)

where the effective coupling CV
f is given by

CV
f =

gZ
′

X gZ
′

f

M2
Z′

+
gZXgZf
M2

Z

, (4.2)

where the couplings gZ
′

X = gH and gZf exist at tree-level, but the couplings gZ
′

f and gZX are

induced only via the kinetic mixing. The coupling to protons and neutrons is then given by

CV
p = 2CV

u + CV
d , CV

n = 2CV
d + CV

u . (4.3)

When there is no mass mixing between the Z and Z ′, the coupling to neutrons is vastly

subdominant to the coupling to protons, and can therefore be neglected. Explicitly, the

coupling to protons is

CV
p ≃ ǫgY gH

(

1− 4s2w
)

M2
Z′

, (4.4)

in the limit of small kinetic mixing parameter ǫ. The coupling gY is the usual hypercharge

gauge coupling, and we have abbreviated sw = sin θw. For the full expressions, see [87].
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Since the spin-independent dark matter-nucleon scattering cross-section is given by

σX−N =
µ2
XN

(

CV
p

2
+ CV

n
2
)

π
, (4.5)

where µXN is the reduced mass of the dark matter candidate and the nucleon. In the pure

kinetic mixing case with small mixing parameter ǫ, this simplifies to

σX−N ≃ ǫ2g2Y g
2
Hµ2

XN

π

(

1− 4s2w
)2

M4
Z′

. (4.6)

This expression accurately captures both the low- and high-MZ′ regimes.

4.2 Direct detection in electron recoil experiments

When the dark matter candidate X is very light, and the Z ′ is significantly lighter than the

Z-boson, dark matter interactions could be best probed by current/future dark matter-

electron scattering experiments [88–97]. The spin-independent dark matter-electron scat-

tering cross-section is given by [88]

σX−e =
4µ2

Xeαemg
2
Hc2wǫ

2

M4
Z′

, (4.7)

for the models we consider, where MZ′ ≫ αemme.
7 In the above equation, µXe is the

reduced mass of the dark matter and electron, αem is the usual EM coupling. Since we are

in the heavy Z ′ regime, the dark matter form factor [88] is

Fdm(q) =
M2

Z′ + α2
emm

2
e

M2
Z′ + q2

≃ 1 , (4.8)

for our choice of parameters.

While Xenon10 is not sensitive to the regions of interest [98], future experiments could

be sensitive. In particular, scattering off Silicon imposes the strongest future limits [92, 97]

in the region of interest. If the dark matter were to be lighter than 1MeV, with a light

mediator Z ′, corresponding to when the relic density is set by freeze-out during radiation

domination (given by eq. (2.7)), then superconductors could be the strongest probe [94, 95].

4.3 Direct collider searches and electroweak precision constraints on Z′ me-

diated dark matter

Direct collider searches and electroweak precision constraints are primarily applicable to

constraining a combination of ǫ and MZ′ , which indirectly constrains the allowed param-

eter space for our dark matter candidate to live in. The direct detection cross-section is

proportional to ǫ2, while the relic density calculation is independent of ǫ. Both processes

depend the same way on MZ′ . Therefore, we would like to use direct collider and precision

7In this expression there is an additional factor of c2w due to a difference in the normalisation of ǫ between

this work and [88].
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constraints to consider the maximal value of ǫ to allow for maximal coverage in direct

detection experiments.

As long as ǫ ≤ 10−3, a Z ′ that kinetically mixes with the Z will not be probed directly at

the LHC [99] for MZ′ ≥ 10GeV. The strongest limits are from direct Drell-Yan production

of the Z ′, and can be sensitive to ǫ & 9 × 10−4 at HL-LHC for 10 GeV < MZ′ < MZ ,

and up to ǫ & 2 × 10−3 for MZ′ > MZ [99]. For 1GeV < MZ′ ≤ 10GeV, BaBar places

the strongest limit, with ǫ . 7 × 10−4 for 1GeV < MZ′ ≤ 10GeV [100]. Therefore, the

parameter space we consider above is safe from all direct collider constraints.

Additionally, electroweak precision tests are insensitive to the choices of parameters we

have made. The most stringent electroweak precision constraint is on the Z-pole, and could

eventually impose ǫ ≤ 7× 10−4 at ILC/GigaZ [99]. For 10 GeV < MZ′ < MZ , electroweak

precision measurements can constrain ǫ ≤ 3.5 × 10−3 at ILC/GigaZ. We expect that a

potential FCC−ee or TeraZ machine would be able to probe ǫ even further. The eventual

HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1 can only constrain ǫ ≤ 2 × 10−3, 1.3 × 10−2 on the Z-pole and

below, respectively.

Note that beam dump experiments such as LSND [101] and E137 [102], which typically

constrain kinetically mixed Z ′-mediated dark matter candidates quite strongly [97, 101,

102], do not constrain our parameter space. This is due to the relic density in our analysis

being set entirely by hidden sector processes, whereas in most analyses it is set by HS ↔
SM processes. Therefore the cross-sections for setting the dark matter relic density, and

for interacting with the Standard Model, do not have the same parametric dependence in

our analysis, whereas in other analyses they are strongly correlated.

For the choices of parameters in eq. (2.13), we see from figures 8, 9 that the QSE

solution in eq. (2.6) is ruled out by LUX for MX & 5GeV regardless of our choice of gH .

For gH = 0.4, DarkSide50 constrains MX . 2GeV, while for gH = 1, the DarkSide50

constraint roughly intersects the LUX exclusion curve at MX ∼ 5GeV. In the future,

SuperCDMS will be able to rule out the QSE solution for MX & 500 (600)MeV [85] for

gH = 0.4 (1). Note that when MX > MZ′ , the QSE solution no longer depends strongly

on the mediator mass, as the cross-section now scales as 1/M2
X .

No planned experiment will be able to probe the FOrad mechanism in eq. (2.7) un-

less gH ≫ 1, in which case semiconductors could present a possible probe [92]. Poten-

tially superconductors could also probe ultra-light dark matter for this mechanism [94, 95].

However, this would correspond to MZ′ ≪ 1GeV, which we do not present here, due

to the extreme tuning of vH relative to m3/2 this would require given an O(1) cou-

pling gH .

The modulus decay mechanism can only be probed for BX . 10−3. If BX = 10−3,

the current strongest limit is from DarkSide50, which requires MZ′ & 30 (20)GeV for

gH = 1 (0.4). In the future, SuperCDMS will be sensitive to MZ′ ∼ 100 (60)GeV. This will

be near the neutrino floor, which makes detection above MZ′ ≃ 110 (70)GeV more difficult.

If BX = 10−5, the current strongest limit is from LUX, which constrains MZ′ &

360 (230)GeV for gH = 1 (0.4). In the future, LZ will be sensitive to MZ′ ∼1000 (640)GeV.

The possible DARWIN experiment would be sensitive to MZ′ ∼ 2 (1)TeV. The neutrino

floor lies at MZ′ ∼ 1.9 (1.1)TeV.
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Figure 8. Current exclusions and future sensitivity in the hidden sector dark matter mass MX ,

Z ′ mediator mass MZ′ plane, with the hidden sector U(1) gauge coupling gH = 1. The dashed blue

contours show σSI
X−N for Xenon, in units of (cm2). Below the red contour is currently excluded by

LUX [79]. The future limits from LZ are shown in dotted orange [84], while those from Darwin

are shown in green [86]. The current limits from CDMSlite are shown in dark cyan [80, 81]. The

new limits from DarkSide50 are shown in orange [82]. The current limits from CRESST-II [83]

are shown in pink. The light pink dotted contour shows the projected sensitivity of the Si and

Ge HV detectors of SuperCDMS SNOLAB [85]. The dashed contours in the lower left indicate

future sensitivity of potential H2 (pink), N2 (purple) dissociation experiments [103]. The dark

green dotted line in the lower left corner is the future sensitivity of dark matter scattering off

electrons in Si semiconductors [92]. Above the grey solid line is below the neutrino floor as reported

in [83] and [104]. The black solid (dotted) lines indicate where the dark matter relic density

is Ωdmh2 = 0.12 (0.012). Labels indicate what mechanism is setting the relic density. The IAnr

mechanism is only displayed for BX = 0.1. For smaller BX the IAnr validity region extends linearly

up to a maximum of MX ∼ 0.3GeV. See table 1 for definitions for each mechanism. φ is the lightest

modulus. The kinetic mixing parameter is set to ǫ = 10−3. The light dashed line corresponds to

MX = MZ′ . All values of MX shown correspond to some viable dark matter candidate.
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Figure 9. As in figure 8, with gH = 0.4.

If BX > 10−3, the region which gives the correct relic density will lie beyond the

projected sensitivity of all experiments shown here, and also beyond the neutrino floor,

making detection impossible in the near future.

The IAr and IAnr mechanisms are also impossible to probe experimentally in the near

future. Given the vast increase in sensitivity required to reach these regions of parameter

space, between 12 and 16 orders of magnitude, it is highly unlikely that these regions will

be testable in direct detection experiments. However, since this corresponds to relatively

large Z ′ masses, it is possible that these could be probed eventually at colliders [99] if

ǫ & O(few × 10−4).

5 Conclusions

In the context of a string/M -theoretic UV completion of the visible sector MSSM, we

have argued that hidden sector dark matter is well motivated [8]. As such, it is of great

interest to consider the possible categories into which hidden sector dark matter can fall,

based on the production mechanisms first studied in [33]. We have argued here that it

is highly likely that in a compactified string/M -theory, if dark matter is weakly coupled,

it must be a fermion. Additionally, in most of the viable parameter space, it should be

a relatively light chiral fermion with mass in the MeV to GeV range. In some parts of

the parameter space, dark matter could be a hidden sector gaugino in the 100GeV mass
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Mechanism Candidate Mediator Current status Future status

QSE (eq. (2.6)) chiral fermion, (light) gaugino gauge boson LUX [79] SuperCDMS [85]

0.1 . MX . 100GeV 10 . MZ′ . 100GeV MX . 5GeV MX . 500MeV

FOrad (eq. (2.7)) chiral fermion gauge boson — —

MX . 100MeV MZ′ . 10GeV

Modulus decay (eq. (2.9)) chiral fermion gauge boson, scalar — —

BX ∼ 10−1 100 . MX . 500MeV 1 . MM . 100TeV

chiral fermion gauge boson, scalar DarkSide50 [82] SuperCDMS [85]

BX ∼ 10−3 0.5 . MX . 5GeV 10 . MM . 106GeV MZ′ & O(10)GeV MZ′ & O(100)GeV

chiral fermion, gaugino gauge boson, scalar LUX [79] LZ [84], DARWIN [86]

BX ∼ 10−5 50 . MX . 500GeV 10 . MM . 106GeV MZ′ & O(300)GeV MZ′ & O(1)TeV

IAnr (eq. (2.10)) chiral fermion gauge boson — —

10 . MX . 100MeV 100 . MZ′ . 104GeV

IAr (eq. (2.11)) chiral fermion gauge boson — —

MX . 5MeV 10 . MZ′ . 5000GeV

Table 2. Table summarising the various relic density production mechanisms, as discussed in

section 2, and the current allowed parameter space, as discussed in section 4. The kinetic mixing

parameter has been set to ǫ = 10−3.

range. String/M -theory models could also contain strongly coupled hidden sectors, as

well as axions, which we have not discussed here, but are also generically present [105].

Combining the results of [8, 18, 19] and [105, 106], the possibility emerges that the Universe

has several types of non-thermally produced dark matter particles, each with very different

properties and interactions.

We have expanded on previous analyses to discuss exactly why and how the visible

sector LSP decays into the hidden sector lightest gaugino (hidden LSP), and what the

most distinctive experimental features of such a decay might be, in section 3.2. We have

also argued that if the lightest hidden gaugino is not actually the lightest hidden sector

state, it can then decay into light fermions in the hidden sector, which can be the dark

matter. Thus the chain of decays from visible LSP → hidden gaugino → dark matter is

theoretically achieved. We present in an appendix a string-motivated hidden sector which

could give rise to a weakly coupled dark matter candidate.

Given the viable dark matter production mechanisms discussed in [33], we have pre-

sented how direct detection experiments and direct collider searches constrain the parame-

ter space. Our findings are summarised in table 2. We find that two production mechanisms

for hidden sector dark matter have direct detection signatures that are observable, either

currently, or at planned experiments. These are the “Quasi-static equilibrium” solution,

which is the generalisation of the “non-thermal WIMP miracle”, and modulus decay. We

also find, unfortunately, that the remaining three mechanisms: freeze-out during radia-

tion domination, relativistic inverse annihilation and non-relativistic inverse annihilation

(inverse annihilation is when dark radiation annihilates back into dark matter), are very

difficult to search for at direct detection experiments. A summary of the current and future

experimental tests of these mechanisms is shown in table 2. The two inverse annihilation

mechanisms might be probed at future colliders.
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A An SU(5) hidden sector model

In this appendix we give an explicit example of a weakly-coupled hidden sector model

which can arise from compactified string/M-theories. More specifically, we will consider a

non-Abelian hidden sector which can naturally arise in M-theory [107–109]. Motivated by

visible sector SU(5) GUTs, we consider the possibility of an SU(5) hidden sector which will

be broken either at tree-level or by certain fields acquiring expectation values. In order

to have anomaly cancellation, we take our field content to consist of 10H , 5H , 5̄. In our

notation, the subscript H denotes a field which will obtain a vev, vH , through spontaneous

symmetry breaking.

In order for sizeable kinetic mixing to occur between the visible and hidden sectors,

we assume that Wilson line breaking occurs in both sectors. However, we will show that

the hidden gauge symmetries can also undergo radiative symmetry breaking, giving rise to

a low-scale vacuum expectation value. We also assume that gaugino masses in the hidden

sector are suppressed relative to the gravitino mass m3/2, as they are expected to experience

SUSY breaking in the same way as the visible sector. We do not attempt to calculate the

mass of the Z ′ in this model, but assume that we can adjust vH in order to achieve the range

of masses we consider in section 4. Finally, since a hierarchy in the Yukawa couplings will

be necessary to ensure that there is a light chiral dark matter candidate, we will consider

how to achieve such a hierarchy.

Starting from E8. In order to get the SU(5) singularities where the chiral fermions are

found, we start from an E8 singularity. This is motivated by considering the M -theory

limit of the heterotic string, where the E8 is broken to SU(5)×SU(5)′. The decomposition

of the 248 of E8 into SU(5)× SU(5)′ is the following

248 = (1,24) + (24,1) + (5,10) + (5,10) + (10,5) + (10,5) . (A.1)

Thus an E8 superpotential

W = 248 248 248 , (A.2)
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will give an SU(5) superpotential that is consistent with all the charges under both SU(5)

and SU(5)′, that contains

W ⊃ 10 10 5+ 10 5 5 , (A.3)

where each SU(5) superfield is localized on a different singularity. This allows for there to

be a hierarchy in the Yukawa couplings of the two terms in the superpotential.

The effective model. We are then in a position where we can write the relevant terms

of the superpotential as:

W = λ10H 10H 5H + λ′′ 10H 5 5 (A.4)

where this superpotential can be obtained from the E8 superpotential as explained above.

In this superpotential we can assume λ ∼ O(1) and λ′′ ≪ λ, as motivated above. We

subsequently write the Higgs part of the scalar potential as

VH = m2
H(χ†ijχij + φ†mφm)

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂W

∂χij

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂W

∂φm

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

+
g2

2

(

∑

a

[

φ†iT aj
iφj +

1

2
χ†ij

(

T ak
i χkj + T al

jχil

)

]

)2

(A.5)

where the 10H is written as χij and the 5H is written as φm, with i, j,m = 1, . . . , 5.

For tree-level symmetry breaking, we look for solutions to the fifteen coupled equations:

∂χij
V = 0, ∂φm

V = 0 (A.6)

We find that in general the form of the vacuum expectation values acquired by the 10H
and the 5H can be written as

〈10〉 =















0 a 0 0 0

−a 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 b 0

0 0 −b 0 0

0 0 0 0 0















, 〈5′〉 =















c

d

e

f

g















(A.7)

There are then several solutions, two of which correspond to the lowest vacuum state after

symmetry breaking, with an unbroken SU(2) ×U(1) symmetry. These two solutions are

a = 0, b 6= 0, c 6= 0, d = 0, e = 0, f = 0, g 6= 0

a 6= 0, b 6= 0, c 6= 0, d = 0, e = 0, f = 0, g = 0 (A.8)

The leftover U(1) can then mix via the kinetic mixing portal with the visible sector.
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Figure 10. Plot showing the mass-squared going tachyonic for the SU(5) model with λ = 0.2,

g = 0.45, A =
√
8mH and mH(mGUT) = 10TeV.

We also investigate the possibility of radiative symmetry breaking here. The RGEs,

setting the scalar masses degenerate, are found to be

βm2

H
=

1

16π2

(

18λ2m2
H + 6Ã2

)

, (A.9)

βÃ =
1

16π2

(

27λ2Ã
)

+
1

5π2

(

−6g2Ã
)

, (A.10)

βλ =
1

16π2

(

9λ3
)

+
1

5π2

(

−6g2λ
)

, (A.11)

βg =
1

4π2

(

−3g3
)

, (A.12)

where Ã = Aλ, with A the trilinear term, which when solved, allows us to find regions of

parameter space where the Higgs mass-squared is driven negative. We find that a fairly

large trilinear is required, but relatively small gauge and Yukawa couplings are sufficient to

radiatively break the symmetry. This is shown in figure 10 above, where we demonstrate

radiative symmetry breaking with a gauge coupling g = 0.45, a Yukawa coupling λ = 0.2

and a trilinear term A =
√
8mH .

The HS dark matter candidate in this toy model would be the lightest stable fermionic

component of the 5 whose mass is of order MX ∼ λ′′ 〈10H〉 (see table 2 for the conditions

on MX for the various production mechanisms so that X is a good dark matter candidate).

Thus, we have shown that in this model, a chiral fermion whose mass is generated by the

SU(5) breaking provides a good DM candidate in non-thermal cosmological histories, with

mass ∼ O(few) MeV - O(few) GeV, thus covering the full range we have studied in this

paper. Of note is that this hidden sector model contains other particles beyond that which

is the dark matter. These could make up the dark radiation, for example.

For a recent discussion of other hidden sectors which can arise in compactified string

theory, see [32].
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